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PART  A
1. From the words given below, which word will come last in alphabetical order ?
A) Regard
B) Refer
C) Remind
D) Report
Direction Q. 2 : A foreign expression and four English phrases are given. Identify the
meaning of the foreign expression from the choices.
2. via media
A) Medium of instruction
C) Bypass someone

B) A mediator
D) A middle course

Direction Q. 3 : Identify the meaning of underlined word as used in the sentence, from
among four alternatives.
3. In our system of education, homework is imperative.
A) unnecessary
B) a handicap
C) authorized
D) compulsory
Direction Q. 4 : An idiom and four possible meanings are given, identify the meaning
of the idiom from among the answer choices.
4. The bottom line
A) the trick
C) the secret

B) the most important factor
D) ignorance

Direction Q. 5 : Fill in the blanks in the given sentence to make it logically and
grammatically correct.
5. _________ 15, Anthony left school and found a job in a factory.
A) By
B) At
C) Since
D) In
Direction Q. 6 : A sentence is written in four different forms. Only one of them is
grammatically correct. Choose the correct sentence as your answer.
6. A)
B)
C)
D)

We dont have any money to spend on luxury things.
We dont have any money to spend on luxuries.
We dont have no money to spend on luxury things.
We dont have any money to spend on things with luxury.
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Direction Q. 7 : Four alternative substitutes are given for the underline portion.
Identify the choice that replace the underline part to form a logical and grammatically
correct statement.
7. I have come to Kashmir not to work but to enjoy.
A) but to enjoy with the beautiful scenery
B) but to enjoy myself
C) but to enjoying the beautiful scenery
D) but to enjoy
Direction Q. 8 : A word and four jumbled choices are given. One of the choices, when
properly arranged, give the meaning of the word. Identify the correct choice.
8. AIM
A) NETIOTNIN

B) ETTILL

C) EATRX

D) PYAHP

Direction Q. 9: From the choices, select the most suitable synonym for the main word.
9. RECKON
A) repose

B) confirm

C) understand

D) regain

Direction Q. 10 : From the choices, select the most suitable antonym for the main word.
10. REPLETE
A) profuse

B) wanting

C) lavish

D) glutted

Direction Q. 11 : There is a certain relation between two given words on one side of :
: and one word is given on another side of : : while another word is to be found from
the given alternatives, having the same relation with this word as the given pair has.
Select the best alternative.
11. Car : Garage : : Aeroplane : ?
A) Port
B) Depot

C) Hanger

D) Harbour

Direction 12 : There is a certain relation between two given numbers on one side of
: : and one number is given on another side of : : while another number is to be found
from the given alternatives, having the same relation with this number as the given
pair has. Select the best alternative.
12. 121 : 12 : : 25 : ?
A) 1

B) 2

C) 6

D) 7
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Direction Q. 13 : In the given question, four words have been given, out of which three
are alike in some manner and the fourth one is different. Choose out the odd one.
13. A) Apple

B) Mango

C) Potato

D) Orange

Direction Q. 14 : In the given question, four numbers are given. Out of these, three
are alike in a certain way but the rest one is different. Choose the one which is different
from the rest three.
14. A) 15

B) 21

C) 24

D) 28

Direction Q. 15 : In the given question, a number series is given with one term missing.
Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern.
15. 2, 5, 9, ( .), 20, 27
A) 14

B) 16

C) 18

D) 24

16. If in a certain language, FASHION is coded as FOIHSAN, how is PROBLEM coded
in that code ?
A) ROBLEMP
B) PELBORM
C) PRBOELM
D) RPBOELM
17. Which of the following diagrams correctly represents Languages, French, German ?

A)

B)

C)

D)
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18. If P denotes ÷, Q denotes ×, R denotes + and S denotes , then
18 Q 12 P 4 R 5 S 6 = ?
A) 36
B) 53

C) 59

D) 65

19. If 76 is divided into four parts proportional to 7, 5, 3, 4, then the smallest part is
A) 12
B) 15
C) 16
D) 19
20. 36 men can complete a piece of work in 18 days. In how many days will 27 men
complete the same work ?
A) 12
B) 18
C) 22
D) 24
21. ROM is composed of
A) Magnetic Cores
C) Photoelectric Cells

B) Microprocessors
D) Floppy Disks

22. ASTROSAT is
A) Indian Mission to Moon
C) Indian Space Observatory

B) Indian Mission to Jupiter
D) Indian Communication Satellite

23. The theme of the National Youth Day-2017 was
A) Youth for change
B) Youth for Sustainable Development
C) Youth for Digital India
D) Youth for Entrepreneurship
24. Kuchipudi is a dance originating from which of the following States ?
A) Tamil Nadu
B) Telangana
C) Kerala
D) Andhra Pradesh
25. NAKSHE is a Web Portal launched by
A) Archeological Survey of India
C) Geological Survey of India

B) Survey of India
D) Botanical Survey of India

26. Area (cluster) sampling technique is used when
A) population is scattered and large size of the sample is to be drawn
B) population is heterogeneous
C) long survey is needed
D) both (A) and (C)
27. Validity of a research can be improved by
A) eliminating extraneous factors
B) taking the true representative sample of the population
C) both of the above measures
D) none of the above
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28. All are examples of qualitative variables except
A) religion and castes
B) sex
C) observation
D) interest of the subject
29. Formulation of hypothesis may not be necessary in
A) survey studies
B) fact finding (historical) studies
C) normative studies
D) experimental studies
30. A good hypothesis should be
A) precise, specific and consistent with most known facts
B) formulated in such a way that it can be tested by the data
C) of limited scope and should not have global significance
D) all of these
31. Among the following all cause non sampling errors except
A) faulty tools of measurement
B) inadequate sample
C) non response
D) defect in data collection
32. A research problem is feasible only when
A) it is researchable
B) it is new and add something to knowledge
C) it has utility and relevance
D) all of these
33. Hypothesis can not be stated in
A) null and question form terms
C) general terms

B) declarative terms
D) directional terms

34. The validity and reliability of a research will be at stake when
A) The author who is the source of information is biased, incompetent or dishonest
B) The incident was reported after a long period of time from that of its occurrence
C) The researcher himself is not competent enough to draw logical conclusions
D) All of the above
35. The review of the related study is important while undertaking a research because
A) It avoids repetition or duplication
B) It helps in understanding the gaps
C) It helps the researcher not to draw illogical conclusions
D) All of the above
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36. Which of the following is a primary source of data ?
A) Personal records, letters, diaries, autobiographies, wills, etc.
B) Official records, governments documents, information preserved by social-religious
organizations etc.
C) Oral testimony of traditions and customs
D) All of the above
37. Which of the following is an example of negative correlation ?
A) an increase in population will lead to a shortage of food grains
B) poor intelligence means poor achievement in school
C) corruption in India is increasing
D) poor working condition retards output
38. Research is
A) Searching again and again
B) Finding solution to any problem
C) Working in a scientific way to search for truth of any problem
D) None of the above
39. Which of the following is the first step in starting the research process ?
A) Searching sources of information to locate problem
B) Survey of related literature
C) Identification of problem
D) Searching for solutions to the problem
40. A common test in research demands much priority on
A) Reliability
B) Usability
C) Objectivity

D) All of the above

41. Action research means
A) A longitudinal research
B) An applied research
C) A research initiated to solve an immediate problem
D) A research with socioeconomic objective
42. Which of the following variables cannot be expressed in quantitative terms ?
A) Socio-economic Status
B) Marital Status
C) Numerical Aptitude
D) Professional Attitude
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43. The essential qualities of a researcher are
A) Spirit of free enquiry
B) Reliance on observation and evidence
C) Systematization or theorizing of knowledge
D) All the above
44. In the process of conducting research Formulation of Hypothesis is followed by
A) Statement of Objectives
B) Analysis of Data
C) Selection of Research Tools
D) Collection of Data
45. A research paper is a brief report of research work based on
A) Primary Data only
B) Secondary Data only
C) Both Primary and Secondary Data
D) None of the above
46. Conference proceedings are considered as ________ documents.
A) Conventional
B) Primary
C) Secondary
D) Tertiary
47. An appropriate source to find out descriptive information is
A) Bibliography
B) Directory
C) Encyclopedia
D) Dictionary
48. Questionnaire is a
A) research method
B) measurement technique
C) tool for data collection
D) data analysis technique
49. Controlled Group is a term used in
A) Survey research
C) Experimental research

B) Historical research
D) Descriptive research

50. Which of the following is not a Graphic representation?
A) Pie Chart
B) Bar Chart
C) Table
D) Histogram
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PART  B
51. Progressivism believes that children learn in a/an
A) community
B) competition
C) isolation
D) closed environment
52. The philosopher who for the first time taught logic as a formal discipline was
A) Aristotle
B) Plato
C) Socrates
D) Edward Thorndike
53. The advocators of philosophy of Pragmatism believe that reality is
A) imagination
B) stagnant
C) constantly changing
D) related to mind
54. Development of values depends upon
A) government
B) society

C) family

D) teacher

55. The main focus of education for a child, according to John Dewey is
A) preparation for life
B) getting knowledge
C) learning by doing
D) schooling
56. Pragmatism emphasizes experiential learning, according to which education should
come through
A) experience
B) practice
C) knowledge
D) observations
57. An assessment that measures a students current knowledge for assigning a suitable
course is called
A) Diagnostic assessment
B) Formative assessment
C) Summative assessment
D) Contemporary assessment
58. Formal assessment does not include
A) Assignment
B) Paper

C) Quiz

D) Discussion

59. The study of human behavior is dealt by
A) Humanism
B) Naturalism

C) Psychology

D) Sociology

60. What is the full form of DIET ?
A) District Institute of Education and Training
B) District Institute of Education and Technology
C) District Institute for Elementary Teachers
D) District Information of Education and Training
61. A Child should be treated as child, according to
A) Rousseau
B) Wechsler
C) Binet

D) Gagne
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62. Child-centered pedagogy is
A) Teacher explains the concept by standing in the centre with children encircling her
B) Teaching as per the desire of a child
C) To teach children in small child care centers to ensure individual attention
D) Giving primacy to childrens experiences, their voices, and their active participation
63. Adolescents may experience
A) feeling of self-actualization
B) feeling of satiation about life
C) anxiety and concern about themselves
D) feeling of fear about sins committed in childhood
64. RMSA aims at universalizing
A) Primary education
C) Secondary education

B) Pre primary education
D) Higher secondary education

65. Assessment for learning focusses on the following except
A) mistake of students
B) learning styles of students
C) strengths of students
D) needs of students
66. Team Teaching
A) Is a way out to manage with the shortage of teachers
B) Encourages healthy competition among teams of teachers in a school
C) Involves small teams of students as per their ability
D) Involves teams of teachers to optimize resources, interest and expertise
67. When deciding if you should use a student-centered or a teacher-centered method,
one of the most important things to keep in mind is that the method should be
A) whatever the students like best
B) different than the day before
C) well matched with your goal
D) based on what you feel comfortable with
68. When framing objectives, take care not to make them too
A) personal
B) comparative
C) specific

D) experimental

69. The ability to control your learning behaviors, know where you are on a given task,
and be committed to succeeding is called
A) higher-order thinking
B) self-regulation
C) independent work
D) active learning
70. Which philosopher gave the idea that education should be based on the principles
of human development
A) Dewey
B) Watson
C) Rousseau
D) Thorndike
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71. Epistemology means
(A) stem cell research
(C) study of the nature of values
72. In Indian Philosophy pramana means
A) oath
C) assurance
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(B) study of the nature of knowledge
(D) study of the nature of the world
B) measurement
D) source of knowledge

73. Which of the following is the source material about the Jain way of life ?
A) Dhammapada
B) Karma Kanda
C) Tripitaka
D) Tri-ratna
74. The Schools of Vedanta are
A) Dharma, Artha and Moksa
C) Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism

B) Advaita, Dwaita and Visishtadvaita
D) The orthodox and the heterodox

75. A class teacher administered Thematic Apperception Test to a group of students to
assess their
A) Achievement
B) Awareness
C) Personality
D) Attitude
76. Multiple choice question is an example of which of the following method of studying
the process of remembering and forgetting ?
A) Recall
B) Re-learning
C) Recognition D) Reconstruction
77. The concept of advance organised was developed by
A) Bruner
B) Ausubel
C) Erikson

D) Kohlberg

78. Which of the following correct order comes under Maslows hierarchy of needs ?
A) Self actualization, safety, love,esteem
B) Physiological need, self actualisation, esteem, safety
C) Physiological need, safety,love, esteem, self actualization
D) Physiological need, esteem,self actualization, love
79. Selection Test for admission to teacher training program was suggested by
A) NCTE
B) NAAC
C) NPERC
D) NCERT
80. Identity versus role confusion is a characteristic of
A) Childhood stage
B) Adolescence stage
C) Infancy stage
D) Early childhood stage
81. Learning Disability is related to
A) Neurological based processing problems
B) Mental retardation
C) Emotional disturbance
D) Perceptual problems
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82. The view that Anything can be taught at any stage of development was expressed by
A) Piaget
B) Ausubel
C) Bruner
D) Gagne
83. Which of the following is an incorrect pair ?
A) Sign Theory of Learning  Tolman
B) Field Theory of Learning Lewin
C) Social Learning Theory  Bruner
D) Trial and Error Theory of Learning  Thorndike
84. The Rorschach Inkblot-Test consists of
A) Five black and five coloured cards
B) Ten black and ten white cards
C) Five black and white and five multicoloured cards
D) Ten multicoloured cards
85. Development of language in children, according to B.F. Skinner, is the result of
A) Training in grammar
B) Imitation and reinforcement
C) Innate abilities
D) Maturation
86. Behaviour pattern that increases in frequency when followed by a reward is known as
A) Shaping
B) Classical Conditioning
C) Generalization
D) Operant Conditioning
87. Re-arrange the following steps of social learning theory as given by Bandura.
I. Remembering the behaviour.
II. Converting the memory into action.
III. Reinforcement of the imitated behaviour.
IV. Attending to and perceiving the behaviour.
A) I, II, IV, III
B) IV, I, II, III
C) IV, I, III, II
D) I, IV, II, III
88. The idea of Kindergarten was given by
A) Benjamin Franklin
C) Johann Pestalozzi

B) Friedrich Froebel
D) William James

89. A lamp can never light another lamp unless it continues to burn its own flame.
This comment is putforth by
A) Nunn
B) Tagore
C) A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
D) Saiyydin
90. The book Deschooling Society is written by
A) Ivan Illich
B) Plato
C) Sri Aurobindo D) Gijubhai Badheka
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91. Conducting teacher eligibility test is one of the provision of
A) National Knowledge Commission
B) Revised National Policy on Education, 1992
C) Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan
D) Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009
92. National Literacy Rate of India as per Census Survey 2011 is
A) 54.04%
B) 64.04%
C) 74.04%
D) 84.04%
93. The concept of Basic Education was coined by
A) Mahatma Gandhi
B) Swami Vivekananda
C) Sri Aurobindo
D) Rabindra Nath Tagore
94. Ratio of teacher and students at the Upper Primary stage as per Right to Education
Act, 2009 is
A) 1:30
B) 1:35
C) 1: 40
D) 1: 45
95. The concept of Inclusive Education includes
A) Children with differently-abled
B) Children from disadvantage socio-economic backgrounds
C) Children from diverse language backgrounds
D) Children coming from all sections of the society and from different abilities
96. Who had developed the first test of intelligence ?
A) Binet
B) Galton
C) Goddard

D) Spearman

97. Active learning includes
A) Reproduction of whatever ones learnt
B) Directly involve pupils in the teaching-learning process
C) Completion of the learning task in time
D) Attainment of self-learning
98. Lev Vygotsky is the pioneer of
A) Constructivist learning approach
C) Cognitivist learning approach

B) Behaviourist learning approach
D) Experiential learning approach

99. Which one is a life skill education laid down by World Health Organization ?
A) Sympathy
B) International understanding
C) Universal brotherhood
D) Coping with emotion
100. No
A)
B)
C)
D)

detention policy in elementary education emphasizes
All children are equal
Quality never attains by detention
Getting minimum elementary education is the right of the children
Minimum level of learning
_______________
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